We consider topologically non-trivial interface Hamiltonians, which find applications in areas as diverse as materials science and geophysical fluid flows. The non-trivial topology manifests itself in the existence of topologically protected (i.e., robust to disorder), asymmetric edge modes at the interface between half spaces in different topological phases. We introduce bulk-difference invariants characterizing this pair of half spaces. We describe the topology of the interface Hamiltonians by means of indices of Fredholm operators and show that the invariant is immune to a large class of perturbations of the underlying medium. We also relate the topological invariant to an interface conductivity reflecting the quantized asymmetry of the edge modes.
Introduction
Topological invariants offer a useful description of phenomena that appear to be immune to large classes of perturbations. For instance, the macroscopic transport properties of topological insulators are well known to be dictated by a topological invariant characterizing their phase [5, 14, 23] . More recently, the behavior of equatorial waves and that of other wave phenomena was also shown to afford a topological description [8, 24, 25, 26] . Its main practical consequence is the stability of some macroscopic transport properties in the presence of defects. Which invariant one should introduce, which phenomenon it describes practically, and which deformations it protects against remains however a difficult task. This paper addresses these questions for two-dimensional models that frequently appear in the analysis of topological insulators and topological waves.
We consider Hamiltonians H[µ] with an order parameter µ taking values in some R K . For topological insulators, µ = {m j } is a set of mass terms m j . In the case K = 1, a typical Hamiltonian is the Dirac system
in the physical and Fourier (when m is constant) variables, respectively, where σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 ) and σ 1,2,3 are the standard Pauli matrices, x = (x, y) are the spatial variables and k = (ξ, ζ) are the dual Fourier variables. More general (and more physical) blockdiagonal direct sums of such elementary blocks (with K ≥ 2) could also be considered as in [2] . Dirac operators appear naturally in the analysis of topological insulators [2, 3, 9, 10, 13] . For equatorial waves, K = 1 and µ = f is the Coriolis force (with as a possible second component an odd viscosity term ǫ which case f below is replaced by f + ε∆ [8, 25] ). The typical 3 × 3 model we consider is (2) where Γ = (γ 1 , γ 4 , γ 7 ) involves some of the Gell-Mann matrices used in the representation of the Lie algebra su(3); see [8, 25] for derivations of such a fluid model and its applications. The above system applies to a vector field (η, u, v) with η the thickness of the two dimensional fluid and (u, v) its velocity components.
Practically interesting phenomena appear when domains with different topologies are brought next to eachother. In the Euclidean plane (x, y), we consider materials modeled by H[µ ± ] in the half spaces ±y > 0 with bulk topologies given by integers I ± = I(µ ± ). The interface is modeled more generally by a varying order parameter µ = µ(y) and corresponding interface Hamiltonian H[µ(y)]. At the interface y = 0, the bulk invariant is not defined, the energy gap closes, and transport along the interface is allowed. Quite surprisingly, transport is typically asymmetric, with more modes moving in one direction than the other one. This asymmetry is quantified by a general principle, the bulk-interface correspondence, which states that the excess of modes going in one direction versus the other is given by I + − I − .
While appealing, this correspondence does not always apply in the case of equatorial waves [8] . In particular, the number of edge modes depends on the structure of the coriolis force term f (y) with a number of asymmetric interface modes equal to 2 when f (y) = λy and equal to only one when f (y) = f 0 sign(y). The main heuristic reason for such difficulties comes from the fact that the topological change occurs when f (y) changes signs. For such a value, the gap closing of the Hamiltonian H[f ] coincides with a sheet of infinitely degenerate spectrum (modes in geostrophic balance), whose behavior is influenced by the profile of the variation f (y).
This paper first introduces bulk-difference invariants in section 2 to jointly describe the bulk properties of the two domains modeled by H[µ ± ]. This bulk-difference is defined in a slightly more general setting than the difference of two separately defined bulk invariants. We next make a few remarks on the bulk-interface correspondence in section 3 by borrowing methods developed in [15, 19, 28] and provide such a bulkinterface correpondence in a restricted sense.
Our main results concern the direct analysis of interface Hamiltonians and are presented in section 4. For a class of operators H[µ(y)] including the two above models, we consider a mapping to Fredholm operators as in [2] and obtain an invariant based on an appropriate sequence of winding numbers associated to the Hamiltonian's continuous spectrum. Such invariants are defined independently of any bulk invariant. We then show that this index is stable when the Hamiltonian H[µ(y)] + V is perturbed by V an arbitrary Hermitian operator that is relatively compact with respect to H[µ(y)]. Such operators include point-wise multiplication by matrices vanishing at infinity and thus model large classes of defects and random perturbations. Under more constraining conditions on V , we show that a physical observable σ I that takes the form of an interface conductivity is itself quantized even in the presence of perturbations. Such stable invariants in the presence of randomness provide a theoretical explanation for the numerical results obtained in, e.g., [8, 25] .
Bulk-difference invariant
Bulk invariants are defined when the coefficients µ such as m or f above are constant. We consider bulk Hamiltonians in the Fourier domain represented as
are, to simplify the presentation, rank-one projectors. Both h i (k) and Π i (k) are continuous with respect to the variable k. We assume the existence of spectral gaps, i.e., intervals of energies not in the range of (k, i) → h i (k). For the 2 × 2 problem, we find that h 1,2 (k) = ± |k| 2 + m 2 with one spectral gap given by (−|m|, |m|) while for the 3 × 3 problem, h 1,2,3 (k) = (− |k| 2 + f 2 , 0, |k| 2 + f 2 ) with two spectral gaps given by (−|f |, 0) and (0, |f |). The rank-one projectors are also well known and we refer to the literature for their explicit expressions [8, 14, 25, 26] . In both cases, Π 1 ≡ Π − corresponds to the projection of the Hamiltonian onto its (strictly) negative spectrum.
Each projector Π i (k) defines a vector bundle over the base manifold R 2 [14, 22] . When the latter two-dimensional space is replaced by a compact manifold M, then vector bundles over M admit topological classifications based on their Chern classes. For the above projectors, living in spaces of matrices over M, such classes integrated over the base manifold give rise to integer-valued objects called Chern numbers:
Here, [A, B] = AB − BA is the usual commutator and tr refers to the standard matrix trace. When M is not compact, for instance R 2 , the above integrals can typically still be computed but are no longer guaranteed to be integer-valued [2, 8, 14, 25, 26] . For instance, for the 2 × 2 problem,c[
sign(m). A possible solution to this issue is to regularize the Hamiltonian and its projectors in such a way that they take a unique value as |k| → ∞. This allows one to compactify the plane around the unit sphere mapping ∞ to the south pole, say. The above integral, which is manifestly invariant by change of variables from its P dP ∧ dP form, may then be computed for M = S 2 and shown to be integral. A typical regularization consists in replacing m by m − η|k| α for α > 1 and η = 0. We may then show thatc[
A similar regularization, based on replacing f by f − η|k| 2 in the 3 × 3 model, also allows one to define a topological invariant on the sphere S 2 . One then finds that c[Π 1 ] = ( sign(f ) + sign(η)) ∈ Z [25, 26] .
The bulk invariants of such regularized operators therefore depend on the sign of the regularization. We propose here a different method to introduce a topological invariant in the specific situation of interest here, namely the analysis of interface Hamiltonians, with one half space essentially corresponding to a bulk invariant coming from m + or f + and the other half space corresponding to a (possible) sign change of the mass terms m − or f − . More generally, let us assume the existence of two Hamiltonians
where we assume that both Hamiltonians have the same number of spectral gaps for the above sum to be defined. The structure of the energies h ± i (k) is irrelevant beyond the existence of well-defined gaps and may be continuously modified (homotopically transformed) to a single value h i (flat band) that depends neither on k nor on ±. In the applications of interest here, the two Hamiltonians refer to operators that are the same except for their mass terms µ ± .
Defining k = |k|θ, we assume the continuity of the projectors in all directions at infinity:
for all θ ∈ S 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In our applications, the projectors at ∞ do not depend on the mass terms m or f and thus satisfy the above hypothesis. We then define a new Hamiltonian H(k) for k an element in the union of two planes P ± ≃ R 2 that are wrapped around the unit sphere S 2 and glued along the sphere's equator. For k ∈ P ± , we define H(k) = H ± (k). For a point φ on the sphere, a form of stereographic projection π maps φ in the upper half sphere to k ∈ P + and φ in the lower half sphere to k ∈ P − . More precisely, with φ ∈ S 2 parametrized by (x, y, z), we have
with π the inverse map. We then define H * (φ) = H(π −1 (k)) (and drop the * to simplify notation) an operator whose projectors Π i (φ) are continuous on S 2 . We may therefore define the Chern numbers as integrals over the sphere, which, written on the sphere and then pushed to the planar variables, are given by
where the − sign above is necessary to ensure that S 2 has a given orientation, here inherited from that of the upper plane P + and opposite that of the lower plane P − . We refer to these integers as bulk-difference invariants. When the two Hamiltonians satisfy H + = H − , then the above integral clearly vanishes and the invariant is not meaningful. However, this need not be the case. For the 2 × 2 example H ± = k · σ + m ± σ 3 , which satisfies all the above assumptions, we find for instance
which is a bona fide invariant even in the absence of regularization (η = 0 above). For the 3 × 3 problem, which also satisfies the above assumptions, we find similarly that
Note that these invariants are now immune to any (continuous) perturbation of H(k) that maintains the spectral gaps and the gluing assumptions as |k| → ∞. The calculation of the above Chern numbers may be obtained in essentially three ways. The first one is to compute the Berry curvature itrΠ i dΠ i ∧ dΠ i directly (from ψ i (k)) and integrate it over the plane(s) R 2 , as done for instance in [2, 8, 25] . The second method, which is particularly efficient for the 3 × 3 problem, consists in looking at the line bundle generated by ψ i (k) and how charts covering the sphere need to be glued to respect the twists of the eigenvectors [14, 26] . The third method, which is the most versatile one in the 2 × 2 setting, recasts the Chern number as the degree of , 14] . Obtaining such a map for the more complex su(3) algebra is not possible in general, although direct expressions for the Berry curvature from the coefficients of the Hamiltonian have also been worked out [4] .
We now consider a different form of the bulk invariant based on the notion of resolvent or Green's function [19, 28] , given by
for z = α + iω and α a fixed real number in a spectral gap, i.e., not equal to any of the terms h i (k), so that G and G −1 are well-defined with obviously G −1 = z −H. Associated to the Green's function is the winding number
The above (three-dimensional) winding number is related to the Chern numbers we proviously defined [19, 23, 28] :
Lemma 2.1 Let W α and c i be defined as above for α in a spectral gap. Then
The proof of the lemma is postposed to Appendix B. Note that for α < h 1 (k) or α > h n (k), when possible (i.e., when there is a gap at ∞, which is not the case for the two problems considered above), then W α = 0. This is consistent with the fact that the sum of the Chern numbers vanishes since i Π i = I corresponds to a trivial bundle. More generally, we easily deduce from the proof of the above lemma that
which is also a consequence of the additivity property of Chern classes; see [1] as well. The above winding number of Green's functions may also be shown to be an integer when the two Green's functions are associated to top and bottom planes. The Hamiltonians H ± are pulled back to the unit sphere to define H(φ) as above. We then define
where θ ∈ S 1 and z(θ) draws an anti-clockwise circular loop C in the C plane centered on the real axis and passing by the points h 1 (k)−1 and α. Here, we assume h i (k) < h i+1 (k) so that the above loop winds around the whole spectrum of H(φ) below the value α, which lies in a spectral gap.
Since G is analytic in z, we observe that the integral of
along the loop C with measure z ′ (θ)dθ = dz involves the integral of an analytic function in z. We may thus deform the contour to one counter-clockwise 'loop at infinity' parametrized by α + iR up followed by h 1 (k) − 1 − iR down knowing that the above integrand vanishes as |z| → ∞ along the lateral sides of the 'loop at infinity'.
The function G(θ, φ) therefore maps
= Z, the winding number of G is well-defined as an integer. We then deduce from the above lemma that W 3 (G; α) = h i <α c i where the c i are given for M = S 2 . Following the proof of Lemma 2.1, the integral along the path
This provides a different form for the bulk-difference invariant that we will briefly use in the next section.
Bulk-Interface correspondence
The above invariants are defined by means of vector bundles over compact manifolds. We now consider the case of Hamiltonians H[m(y)] of H[f (y)] where the mass term takes, say, positive values for (very) positives values of y and negative values for (very) negative values of y. If the mass terms are continuous, then there is an interface, say in the vicinity of y = 0, where the mass term vanishes and hence the spectral gap observed for bulk Hamiltonians closes and propagation along the edge is allowed. It is across such singularities that topology can change. Associated to such a change of topology is an asymmetric, topologically protected, current along the interface y = 0 (parametrized by x ∈ R).
The bulk-interface correspondence stipulates that the amount of asymmetric current, given by a number of topologically protected modes, is precisely given by the bulkdifference invariant (or the difference of bulk invariants when they are defined). For the 2 × 2 system considered, the difference therefore equals sign(m) whereas for the 3 × 3 system, it is given by 2 sign(f ).
Many techniques have been developed to prove or at least build intuition on the correspondence between bulk invariants and the number of edge or interface modes. Two types of similar problems are considered in this context. The edge problem consists in considering two Hamiltonians, one bulk Hamiltonian in a full plane and the second one its restriction to a half plane with appropriate boundary conditions along the edge. The relation between the bulk invariant and the number of topological edge states is then referred to as a bulk-boundary correspondence [6, 7, 11, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23] .
The second problem, and the one we are interested in here, is the domain wall problem, where an order parameter such as m(y) or f (y) transitions, smoothly or not, from one bulk topology to another. The relation between the two bulk invariants, and more precisely their difference as established in the preceding section, and the number of protected interface modes is the bulk-interface correspondence [15, 19, 28] .
We now consider the bulk-interface correspondence methods developed in the latter references, which assume, as do most references on the bulk-edge correspondence, a translation invariance along the edge. For us this means that all coefficients in the Hamiltonian are independent of x. We will relax this assumption in the next section. For the 2 × 2 system, this means looking at
a family of Hamiltonians parametrized by ξ ∈ R, where we have changed the (unitarily equivalent) representation σ 1,2,3 → σ 3,1,2 of the operator to simplify subsequent calculations [2, 14] . Edge states are then defined as solutions of
an energy inside the bulk band gap. We are interested in their topological protection and stability with respect to continuous deformations. Let us look at the graph ξ → E(ξ) and assume it crosses the value 0 a finite number of times. If that number is even, then the graph can be continuously deformed (with fixed end points) so that it no longer crosses the line 0. However, this cannot happen when that number is odd, where the minimal number of crossings is ±1 accounting for direction of crossing. It is this number, which is topologically protected, that we are after. Moreover, the derivative E ′ (ξ) at such crossing points is a group velocity that indicates in which direction such modes propagate. This asymmetric edge transport is the physically observable manifestation of the non-trivial topology of the system. This asymmetry is formalized by the notion of spectral flow. Let us assume that m(y) is a continuous function equal to m − for y < −|y 0 | < 0 and equal to m + for y > |y 0 |. The bulk Hamiltonian has a spectral gap in (−m 0 , m 0 ) for m 0 the minimum of |m − | and |m + |. We can then look at the spectral flow of this operator as ξ varies. For any energy E in the spectral gap (−m 0 , m 0 ), we can look at the graph ξ → (H[ξ] − E) for ξ in the spectral gap as well. The spectrum of H[ξ] restricted to the spectral gap is only composed of point spectrum as can be verified [2] . We can then look at the number of protected edge modes as [15] 
which is informally the number of signed crossings of H(ξ) through E (counted as positive from bottom to top and negative from top to bottom). Following [15] , we write the spectral flow I as the index of a (non-Hermitian) operator given by
for some v > 0 arbitrary. It remains to compute the index of the above operator. We find [2, 15] that the kernel of a y is non-trivial whereas that of a * y is trivial when m − < 0 < m + . The same holds for a ξ and a * ξ . In that case, we thus obtain an element in the kernel ofĤ and verify that there is no element in the kernel of the adjoint
When m − > 0 > m + , there is then a non-trivial element in the kernel of H * v and none in that of H v . When sign(m + ) = sign(m − ), then both kernels are trivial and we therefore obtain that
which is also bulk-difference invariant c 1 obtained on the sphere gluing the two bulk planes. This is the bulk-interface correspondence. Note that such a correspondence is independent of the details of m(y). It only depends on the asymptotic behavior of m(y) for large |y| and the corresponding topology. This shows that a ξ and a y can be continuously modified without changing the invariant so long as m ± remain of constant sign and a ξ is not drastically modified. However, the method of derivation requires that such modifications be independent of the variable x since the spectral flow can only be defined for an identified Fourier variable ξ. An alternative description of edge modes in the next section will remove such a constraint.
The above calculations extend to a large class of models as shown in [15] . However, the calculations we will obtain in the next section show that the above correspondence does not quite extend to the 3 × 3 model in the sense that the spectral flow now depends on some details of the coefficient f (y).
We now move to a different, very intuitive picture of the bulk-interface correspondence developed in [28, Chapter 22] and further analyzed in [12, 19] , which we present at an entirely formal level. It is based on the spectral asymmetry
is the Green's (resolvent) operator, whose kernel is the Green's function, and where Tr is the operator trace, provided the above right-hand side is indeed a (compact) trace-class operator. Note that α is no longer in a spectral gap of H unlike the bulk case with constant coefficients. Heuristically, we expect ν(ξ; α) to provide the difference of the numbers of eigenvalues of H that are larger and smaller than α since, formally,
where the integrand is constructed by spectral calculus of H assuming the latter is compact and the above sum can be made sense of. In fact, we observe that the sum in ν(ξ 2 ; α) − ν(ξ 1 , α) counts the number of eigenvalues E n (ξ) that cross α as ξ runs from ξ 1 to ξ 2 . Also, the resolvent of H needs to be (at least) compact for such a trace as written above to make sense. This is the case only when the coefficients m(y) and f (y) in the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 cases go to infinity at infinity. These classical results were used in the setting of topological insulators, e.g., in [3] .
The above trace, modulo the conditions described above, is defined when α is not an eigenvalue of H [ξ] . Assuming that this is the case when |ξ| is large, then, still heuristically, we expect the above spectral flow to be given by
since ν(ξ; α) jumps by ±1 as soon as the spectrum of H[ξ] crosses α in the appropriate direction.
The next step is to realize that G is a pseudo-differential operator, as the inverse of an elliptic differential operator, and that the above trace may be written in terms of the symbol of H using pseudo-differential calculus [18] , which is called a gradient expansion procedure in [28] . Using Weyl calculus (as in [12, 19] ) for pseudo-differential operators, we write G = Op W (σ), the operator with Weyl symbolσ and
. From GG −1 = I, we find that Op W (σσ) = 1 and then using the Moyal product (denoted by ⋆) that
where {., .} is the Poisson bracket in the (y, ζ) variables and lower-order means at least two spatial derivatives taken (and involving terms neglected without justification). This may be recast asσ
in the same sense, which means that the symbol of G −1 can approximately be written in terms of that of G. We recast, using σ −1 ∂σ + ∂σ −1 σ = 0,
Now, the Weyl calculus implies that, formally,
where W I 1 is the above trace withσ replaced by σ −1 and
Both W I j for j = 1, 3 are parametrized by α and ξ ∈ R. We are interested in the spectral flow given by ν(+∞; α) − ν(−∞; α). Let us first show formally that the first component W 
It remains to verify in all models considered here that these signs are the same at ±∞.
These formal calculations indicate that the spectral flow is given by
Independently of the above formal derivation following [12, 28] , which we provided to display the relation of the above term to edge states and whose justification is not an objective of this paper, we observe that (6) is written solely in terms of the symbol of the interface Hamiltonian and as such qualifies as an interface invariant. We now prove the following form of the bulk-interface correspondence, similar to the one considered in [12, 19] . We consider Hamiltonians with symbols given by
where y is here a parameter.
Theorem 3.1 Let us assume that |µ(y)| → ∞ as |y| → ∞. Define (ζ, µ(y)) = rϕ with r = ζ 2 + µ 2 (y) and (ξ, ζ) = |k|θ. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We assume that for all µ with |µ| ≥ µ 0 , then
We also assume that for all ξ such that |ξ| ≥ ξ 0 , then 
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. These Chern numbers may equivalently be computed in terms of the winding numbers W Proof. The proof is based on appropriate integrations by parts as in [12, 28] . Justifying these integrations by parts however requires that the above constraint on the range of µ be satisfied. Denote ǫ = ( sign(µ(+∞)) − sign(µ(−∞))). Let us assume ǫ = ±1 and consider
writing the invariant as an integration over two planes, where µ takes the value µ ± on the planes P ± . On each plane, we verify that
where we have used the antisymmetry of the exterior derivative and the fact that ∂· ∂y dy = ǫ ∂· ∂µ dµ. For |µ| and |ξ| sufficiently large, we thus obtain −2πic
Here, we use in an essential way that the range of µ(y) is R to obtain an integral over R 2 in the computation of the interface invariant. Now, when ǫ = 0, the bulk invariant vanishes since the mass terms of both hemispheres have the same sign. For the interface invariant, the change of variables y → m(y) also yields a vanishing contribution since m converges to infinity with the same sign as ±y → ∞. A straightforward calculation in the 2 × 2 case shows that the above computation is simply false when µ(y) takes values between −µ 0 < 0 and µ 0 , say. Indeed, the bulk invariant is obtained from integrating the Berry curvature [2] 
whereas the interface 'invariant'
calculated for ξ > 0 large enough, is equals to c B 1 as given in (9) only in the limit m 0 → +∞; note that (8) holds only in that limit as well. This also indicates that the expression in (6) is an integer, and hence possibly a spectral flow, only when (8) holds.
In spite of a somewhat limited applicability, the above bulk-interface correspondence may be seen as: (i) a classical relationship between an analytic index represented by a spectral flow and its corresponding topological index given by the invariants c 
Interface invariants
We now move to a detailed analysis of the interface Hamiltonians H[µ(y)] as well as their perturbation by a large class of (random) Hermitian operators V . This analysis is independent of any bulk property. Unlike the case of invariants discussed so far, where a physically unrealistic translation invariance was necessary, we will allow V to depend on both variables x and y. This first requires a detailed analysis of the unperturbed problem, with V ≡ 0 then. The 2 × 2 case. Let us first consider the 2 × 2 system with m(y) either of the form (i) λy or (ii) m + H(y) + m − H(−y) with m + m − < 0, except possibly on a compact domain. Here H(y) is the Heaviside function equal to 1 for positive y and equal to 0 otherwise. These cases often appear in the literature. Detailed calculations may be found in [3, 2] for cases (i) and (ii), respectively.
Let us consider H[ξ] as in (5) in the preceding section, the partial Fourier transform from x to ξ. In case (i), H[ξ] has compact resolvent, while in case (ii), its restriction to the interval (−m 0 , m 0 ) with m 0 = min(|m + |, |m − |), is also compact. As ξ varies, this provides branches of absolutely continuous spectrum for the operator H[m(y)].
In either case, we observe that solving (H[ξ] − E)ψ = 0, i.e., finding the edge states, amounts to solving
which leads to trivial branches of spectrum corresponding to the shared (strictly) positive eigenvalues of aa * and a * a, and one special branch of spectrum corresponding to the nontrivial kernel of a when m − < 0 < m + (the case we now consider). The branch is given by aψ 2 = 0, ψ 1 = 0, and E(ξ) = −ξ, with group velocity E ′ (ξ) = −1 corresponding to a mode moving towards negative values along the x axis. In other words, the operator The 3 × 3 case. We now consider the Hamiltonian H[f (y)] and also assume here that the Hamiltonian is invariant by translation along the x−axis. This case is richer than the previous one because the change of topology, which occurs when the mass term f (y) changes signs, coincides with the presence of a degenerate sheet of essential spectrum at E = 0. This interaction depends on the structure of f , with a number of protected edge modes equal to either 1 or 2. The bulk-interface correspondence predicts a number of protected interface modes equal to 2, which is 'often' the case. Independent of the bulk-interface correspondence, our task is to generalize the above calculations to the 3 × 3 case. Similar calculations have been worked out in [8, 25, 26, 27] . We are looking at continuous branches of spectrum of H[f (y)], i.e., discrete spectrum of H[ξ] that is continuous in ξ. This means solving for
t , which is given by the following system:
with D = 1 i ∂ y . This is a system of equations posed on y ∈ R. We first make general remarks on such systems and then consider specific examples that can be solved explicitly. For concreteness, we consider the setting where f ′ (y) ≥ 0. We first look for solutions with v = 0. We find from the other equations that |E| = |ξ| and u ± η when E = 0 with ∂ y η + f u = 0. This shows that η = u provides a solution u = e −F (y) with F ′ (y) = f (y) and F (0) = 0, say, which is unique up to normalization. Note that au = 0 with a = ∂ y + f an operator with non-trivial kernel and trivial co-kernel (and hence a Fredholm operator in appropriate topologies with index equal to 1). Note that E = E(ξ) = ξ provides a branch of continuous spectrum. Moreover, E ′ (ξ) = 1 corresponds to waves propagating toward positive values of x; these are the eastward propagating Kelvin waves in the geophysical application.
Still with v = 0, it remains to look at the case E = ξ = 0 where we find that Dη = if u as the only constraint. There is an infinite number of solutions and E = ξ = 0 corresponds to essential spectrum that needs to be avoided. This is not a surprise as E = 0 is also infinitely degenerate for the bulk problem. We thus assume E = 0.
Let us now look for solutions with v = 0. Eliminating η, assuming ξ = 0, yields
and further eliminating u and cleaning up the result provides the following equation for v:
We verify from (10) that the above equation still holds when ξ = 0. Let us assume that E 2 = ξ 2 . Then ξ = −E implies that the above equation for v is a * av = 0 whereas ξ = E implies that aa * v = 0. The latter admits v = 0 as a unique solution while the former admits the solution v = e −F (y) . Therefore E = −ξ. We then verify for such constants that
These equations admit solution if and only if the right hand sides are orthogonal to the solutions in the kernel of a by the Fredholm alternative. As a consequence, we observe that
Only for specific f are such constraints satisfied (they are for instance when f = f 0 sign(y)). But in any case, they are satisfied for two values of ξ at most and therefore only generate discrete spectrum in H[f (y)] at most. Such spectrum is irrelevant in our pursuit of branches of continuous spectrum and may be neglected (it is straightforward to verify that it will not modify the topological invariants we will define below). Therefore we are interested in |E| = |ξ| when v = 0. Once v is found, then u and η are given by
We are left with verifying that u and η thus defined are normalizable when v is normalizable; this is problem-dependent. It thus remains to focus on the non-trivial solutions of the equation (−∂
It does not seem possible to solve such an equation in closed form for arbitrary functions f (y). Let us look at some cases that admit closed-form expressions.
We first consider the case f (y) = f 0 sign(y). The solution v is even in y and given by e −µy for y > 0 with µ > 0 such that
We have already ruled out the latter. The former gives E = −f 0 sign(ξ) so that µ > 0. As a consequence, we observe that E = ∓f 0 is infinitely degenerate. The effect of the interaction of the bulk 0 sheet and the varying f is the presence of stationary waves since E ′ (ξ) = 0. Moreover, we observe a spectral gap in (−f 0 , f 0 ) for the part of the spectrum corresponding to v = 0. For energies |E| < f 0 , we thus obtain only one branch of continuous spectrum given by the Kelvin waves. The number of interface modes is equal to 1, not 2 as (wrongly) predicted by the bulk interface correspondence. We refer the reader to [26, 27] for other explicit calculations, obtained for instance in the presence of an odd viscosity contribution ε so that f in the equations is replaced by f + ǫ∆.
Let us now move to the case f (y) = λy with λ > 0 for concreteness. Now that f ′ = λ is constant, we can relate the spectrum of the problem of interest to that of the quantum harmonic oscillator. We find that
The spectrum of a * a is given by 2nλ so that we have the equation
We look for all solutions to the above equation, except for the case E 2 = ξ 2 , which we ruled out and occurs only when n = 0. These are all cubic equations, which can be solved explicitly. The case n = 0 provides two solutions, one with positive energy and the other one with negative energy, given by the Yanai waves. We verify that E ′ (ξ) > 0 for such waves and they therefore also propagate eastward.
The rest of the solutions are composed of Rossby waves and Poincaré waves coming in continuous branches of spectrum crossing an energy level different from 0 a finite and even number of times; see [8, 26] .
In the 2 × 2 case, we thus obtain at most one branch of continuous spectrum crossing the bulk band gap (and in fact possibly one per block in a more general block diagonal representation [2] ). In the 3 × 3 case, we obtain one or two such branches depending on the profile f (y). Therefore, the bulk-interface correspondence does not always apply (it predicts the existence of two such branches). Independenty of this, we map these branches to a topological invariant, the index of a Fredholm operator, and to a physical observable, an interface conductivity, and show that both the invariant and the (quantized) conductivity are immune to a large class of random perturbations.
Branches of continuous spectrum and interface index. We consider a family of Hamiltonians H = H[µ(y)] acting on vectors or spinors (ψ k (x, y)) 1≤k≤n with coefficients µ = µ(y) independent of x so that we have the spectral decomposition
Let (E 1 , E 2 ) be an energy (or wavenumber) interval so that H[ξ] restricted to such an interval has compact resolvent. We assume the existence of smooth (in ξ
R |ψ(y, ξ)| 2 dy = 1) parametrizing a finite number J of branches of continuous spectrum. For the 2 × 2 problem above, we may choose any energy interval within (−m 0 , m 0 ). For the 3×3 problem, the intervals have the additional restriction that they not include E = 0.
We now construct a unitary operator from the restriction of H to the interval (E 1 , E 2 ). Let ϕ(E) ∈ C ∞ (R) such that ϕ(E) = 0 for E < E 1 + δ and ϕ(E) = 1 for E > E 2 − δ for some δ > 0 arbitrarily small. We then construct the unitary operator
. By assumption, we have the decomposition
Such a decomposition was obtained above for the 2×2 and 3×3 systems. The eigenvalues E j (ξ) belong to the interval (E 1 , E 2 ) possibly for a finite number of bounded intervals in ξ; this is an assumption on the Hamiltonian. They are extended by continuity to all ξ ∈ R with values in [E 1 , E 2 ] such that W (E j (ξ)) = 0 at any point of extension. This is realized by replacing E j (ξ) by max(min(E j (ξ), E 2 ), E 1 ). Let now P be a spatial projector onto x ≥ x 0 , say, with some x 0 ∈ R, i.e., point-wise multiplication by H(x − x 0 ), the Heaviside function. Then, following [2] , we have Theorem 4.1 Let P and U(H) be defined as above. Then P U(H)P is a Fredholm operator on the range of P . Moreover,
with W 1 (f ) the winding number of a unimodular complex function f with compactly supported gradient, given explicitly by
The proof of this theorem may be found in Appendix A.
In the examples considered above, we have for the 2 × 2 problem J = 1 and I H = −1 with a protected mode having dispersion relation E 1 (ξ) = −ξ in an interval included in the spectral gap, which yields a winding number equal to −1. For the 3 × 3 problem, we also have J = 1 when f (y) = f 0 sign(y) and an index I H = 1 since the dispersion of the Kelvin waves is E(ξ) = ξ in the appropriate range of wavenumbers. When f (y) = λy, we have J = 2 and I H = 2 sign(λ) for any interval (E 1 , E 2 ) excluding 0. The reason is that both the Kelvin waves and Yanai waves contribute an asymmmetric mode with winding number equal to sign(λ). All other modes (corresponding to n ≥ 1) involve symmetric branches of continuous spectrum, only a finite number of which cross the interval (E 1 , E 2 ) since 0 has been excluded, with vanishing winding number.
Stability and physical observable. We now conclude this section with the main reason for developing the above apparatus borrowed from non-commutative geometry (see [2, 23] and their references on the topic). So far, in our analyses of the bulkdifference invariants, interface invariants, and their correspondence, we assumed that the coefficients were invariant by translation along the edge. We now remove this unphysical assumption. Let H be as above and H V = H + V a perturbed Hamiltonian. We assume that V is relatively compact with respect to H, which means that V (H+i) −1 is a compact operator in the L 2 sense. For the above problems, any V = V (x, y) an operator of pointwise multiplication with coefficients that decay to 0 at infinity satisfies such hypotheses. In other words, the topology is fixed by our assumptions 'at infinity'. However, V can be arbitrarily large (bounded) in size away from infinity. Let us define U[H V ] = e i2πϕ(H V ) spectrally. Then as in [2] , we have the Theorem 4.2 P U[H V ]P on the range of P is a Fredholm operator and
In other words, the interface index is independent of any relatively compact perturbation. The number of protected modes is indeed of topological nature and independent of any local fluctuations.
Finally, we relate the above invariant to a physically observable quantity, which in analogy with the electronic application, we will call an interface conductivity σ I [2, 11] . We recall that ϕ increases from 0 to 1 within the band (E 1 , E 2 ) so that its derivative ϕ ′ is supported in that interval. We may thus interpret ϕ ′ (H V ) as a density of states within the interval (E 1 , E 2 ) (at least for ϕ ′ ≥ 0). Let now P = H(· − x 0 ) the projection onto x ≥ x 0 , which is an observable of the amount of signal in the domain x ≥ x 0 . The variation in time of the observable is given by i[P, H V ]. The following conductivity
may therefore be seen as the rate of signal moving from x < x 0 to x > x 0 per unit time. This signal is in fact quantized and equal, up to a factor 2π, to the interface index for a large class of perturbations V , that is yet smaller than the class leading to (11) . More precisely, we impose that V be of the form V = V 1 V 2 with
where HS is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. With such assumptions, we can prove that
is indeed a trace-class operator and obtain Theorem 4.3 Let H be as above and V a perturbation satisfying (12).
is a trace-class operator and
Note that the above result depends implicitly on the choice of the energy interval, though not on the specific choice of E 1 and E 2 so long as these values remain within a given bulk spectral gap. The proof of the theorem is the same as that given in [2] . Such a quantized interface conductivity is consistent with the numerical simulations presented in, e.g., [8, 25] .
Conclusions
This paper proposed an analysis of the topological properties of interface two-dimensional Hamiltonians on the plane of the form H[µ(y)] + V where an order parameter µ(y) changes signs across an interface parametrized by (x, 0). We first defined bulk-difference invariants (4) for projectors related to a pair of bulk operators (
. This invariant provides an indication of the asymmetry of edge modes, i.e., modes that are (typically exponentially) concentrated in the vicinity of y = 0 and propagate along the x axis. More precisely, the invariant quantizes the excess of the number of modes propagating in one direction versus those propagating in the opposite direction. We recalled the relation between the number of edge modes and an appropriate spectral flow and constructed an interface invariant (6) from the symbol of the unperturbed interface Hamiltonian. We then related the two invariants by a bulk-interface correspondence that may be interpreted as a conservation of topological charge in Theorem 3.1 under the assumption that the order parameter µ(y) tends to ∞ as |y| → ∞.
All the above results hold only for Hamiltonians H[µ(y)] that are invariant in the x variable. This assumption is removed in section 4, where we borrow some machinery of non-commutative algebras to construct a mapping from Hamiltonians to Fredholm operators. The index of the Fredholm operators can be computed explicitly from the part of the continuous spectrum of H[µ(y)] that appears inside the bulk spectral gap. It is within this framework that we can analyze the effect of perturbations, which take the form of an arbitrary Hermitian operator V that vanishes sufficiently rapidly at infinity. We then show that the index of the Fredholm operator associated to H[µ(y)] + V is independent of V . Finally, we relate the index to a physical observable, which takes the form of an interface conductivity associated to the asymmetric flow, and is therefore quantized. This observable is also shown to be invariant under the perturbation V and gives a quantitative meaning to the perceived topological protection of transport phenomena observed numerically or experimentally in several areas of materials science and geophysical fluid flows.
Schwartz kernels. The Schwartz kernel of W is given by 
where χ(x) is the kernel of the projection P . Therefore, Tr[P, W ]W * is given by
t(x, x; y, y)dxdy.
Using the change of variables (x, x") → (z, x") = (x − x", x") and computing R (χ(x) − χ(x"))dx" = z, we obtain
Using the Fourier transform from z to ξ yields by Parseval
whereŵ(ξ; ·) is the component-wise Fourier transform of w(x; ·) given bŷ
The derivative ∂ ξ applies to W • E j and to ψ j (y, ξ)ψ * j (y ′ , ξ). At a fixed ξ, consider the latter contribution, which is given by
We show that τ (ξ) = 0. Indeed, we distribute ∂ ξ over the product, exchange y and y ′ in the second contribution to get (dropping the ξ-dependence to simplify notation)
Applying traces to these products of rank-one matrices yields (withψ as a column vector)
By orthogonality of the eigenvectors, only the terms j = k survive the integration and then
As a consequence,
Taking traces again and integrating in y and y ′ yields
Here, W 1 (f ) is the winding number of a (compactly supported) function f . We find that
where N + is the number of branches E j such that E j (ξ) = E 1 for ξ ≪ −1 and E j (ξ) = E 2 for ξ ≫ 1, while N − is the number of branches E j such that E j (ξ) = E 2 for ξ ≪ −1 and E j (ξ) = E 1 for ξ ≫ 1. Branches with the same sign of E j (ξ) at ±∞ do not contribute to T . As a consequence, for any Hamiltonian H satisfying the properties described above, and for any x 0 such that P projects onto x ≥ x 0 , we have that P U(H)P is a Fredholm operator and that its index is given by −IndexP U(H)P = N + − N − . This is a different way of looking at the spectral flow of the family of Hamiltonianŝ H(ξ). The advantage is that it is written directly for the Hamiltonian H. Moreover, for V any perturbation such that V (H + i) −1 is compact, we obtain that −IndexP U(H + V )P = N + − N − as well. The spectral flow is not really defined for H + V (which may have essential spectrum that is not absolutely continuous). The above index is immune to the presence of the perturbation V .
B Equivalence of bulk invariants
Proof. [Lemma 2.1] The objective is to recast W α in terms of the projectors Π j . This is done at fixed values of k. We thus need to estimate i,j,k
since Π i Π k = δ ik Π i and the trace is cyclic. We now evaluate the frequency integrals, which have a different form depending on whether i = j or not. For the latter case, we have
−2 and b 2 = (h i − h j ) −1 . It remains to evaluate the integrals using that (α + iω) −1 dω = π sign(α) to obtain that it is of the form
with c 2 a (known) numerical constant. The winding number is independent of rescaling of H and α by β. The term involving c 2 is therefore of order β −1 for any β and thus does not contribute. When i = j, we similarly obtain an contribution proportional to (α − h i ) −3 , which is negligible when β → ∞. We thus obtain a term equal to
From the above expression for H, we deduce that ∂ k H = l ∂ k h l Π l + h l ∂ k Π l . Since i = j, all terms involving ∂ k j = h l cancel as Π m Π n = δ mn Π n so that
With the same expression, we have ∂ m Π k Π l + Π k ∂ m Π l = δ kl ∂ m Π k so that (k, l) in the above formula have to equal i or j. The sum over (k, l) is thus tr h
minus the contribution exchanging the order of the derivatives. The above term is in fact equal to
since Π 2 i = Π i and trΠ i A = trAΠ i . We thus have
knowing that ∂ 1 Π j Π j ∂ 2 Π j above may be replaced by ∂ 1 Π i Π j ∂ 2 Π i . Therefore, T equals 2π
This is also, for i 0 the index so that h i 0 < α < h i 0 +1 ,
Now from trΠ j ∂ 1 Π i Π i ∂ 2 Π i = trΠ i ∂ 2 Π j Π j ∂ 1 Π j for i = j and tr[Π i ∂ 1 Π i , Π i , ∂ 2 Π i ] = 0, we deduce that
This shows that for α in the i 0 th gap, the winding number is given by the sum of the first i 0 Chern numbers as expected.
